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Abstract. vitrivr is a general purpose retrieval system that supports a
wide range of query modalities. In this paper, we briefly introduce the
system and describe the changes and adjustments made for the 2023
iteration of the video browser showdown. These focus primarily on text-
based retrieval schemes and corresponding user-feedback mechanisms.
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1 Introduction

The Video Browser Showdown (VBS) [9,14,19] is a long-running evaluation cam-
paign for interactive multimedia retrieval and user-centric video search. Since
2012 [27], the VBS has provided a highly competitive setup in which systems
and their operators are tasked to find video segments within a large collection.
The collection currently used is a subset of the Vimeo Creative Commons Collec-
tion (V3C) [26], which comprises 2300 h of video material that totals to 1.6TB
in size. In addition to V3C1 [3] and V3C2 [25], the 2023 installment of VBS
will feature a homogeneous underwater / scuba diving dataset called the Marine
Video Kit [30], of roughly 230GB and a duration of approximately 11.5 h.

The VBS consists of two types of tasks: Known-Item Search (KIS) and Ad-
hoc Video Search (AVS) [12]. The former involves finding a specific video segment
based on either a visual preview or a textual description. The latter requires
finding items of interest that match a more general description (their correctness
is manually judged during the competition).

In this paper, we present vitrivr – an open-source content-based multi-modal
multimedia retrieval system – and improvements made to it compared to previ-
ous iterations. The 2023 installment marks the 9th time3 vitrivr participates to
VBS in a row [7], with two winning participations in the last four years [8,24].
3 including its predecessor, the iMotion system
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Fig. 1. System overview for vitrivr and its three major components: vitrivr-ng, Cineast
and Cottontail DB. Slightly modified version of [8, Fig. 1].

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an
overview of the vitrivr stack, Section 3 highlights the various additions to the
stack and we conclude the paper in Section 4.

2 vitrivr

vitrivr [23] is an open-source multimedia retrieval stack, capable of supporting
a broad range of media and query types including, but not limited to, video
(search). An overview of vitrivr’s architecture is provided in Figure 1 [8, Fig 1].
The stack is composed of three main components:

Cottontail DB [5] is the database layer of vitrivr and can be used to store,
manage, and query scalar metadata as well as high-dimensional feature vec-
tors. Cottontail DB allows for efficient similarity and Boolean retrieval.

Cineast [17,21,22] is the feature extraction and retrieval engine of the stack. It
generates the different feature representation from the input data (videos,
user provided queries), orchestrates query execution and implements result
aggregation and score fusion.

vitrivr-ng [6] is vitrivr’s web-based user interface and facilitates query formu-
lation, result presentation and allows for efficient exploration. In addition, it
also enables late-stage filtering and fusion.

All of vitrivr’s components are freely available from the project website.4
Some of the aforenamed components also serve as the basis for other multimedia
retrieval systems such as vitrivr-vr [28,29] and Lifegraph [18].
4 https://vitrivr.org

https://vitrivr.org
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3 Novelties for VBS 2023

Since the previous iteration of VBS has shown [9] that most of the top performing
systems rely on video-text co-embeddings and support some form of temporal
query, we have put some focus on refining and extending means that allow for
text-based search.

3.1 Improved Visual-Text Co-Embedding

We introduced the first version of our visual-text co-embedding in [29], which
consisted of a shallow network that projects the output of two uni-modal pre-
trained backbones into a common, semantically aligned space. In order to handle
multiple frames of a video rather than only a single image, all frames are passed
through their visual backbone and its output is pooled before projection. For this
year’s iteration of VBS, we have updated several aspects of this approach. The
two backbones have been replaced and the aggregation scheme and projection
methods have been refined. For textual embedding, we now use a multilingual
backbone [31] in order to increase accessibility to non-native English speakers.
For the visual frame-level embeddings, we use a more recent convolutional ar-
chitecture [11] and remove both the final classification as well as the spatial
pooling layers. Inspired by [2], we extend the aggregation scheme to not pool the
visual embeddings indiscriminately but rather pay attention to the spatial and
temporal origin of image-patch embeddings.

3.2 CLIP and vitrivr

The release of the CLIP [16] model by OpenAI in 2021 marked a step-change
in the quality achievable when searching for images using text describing their
semantic content. In the 2022 edition of VBS, several of the highest scoring teams
relied at least in part on feature representations generated by CLIP [1,10,13]. In
view of this decisive demonstration of its effectiveness, we have added a CLIP-
based feature extractor to vitrivr for the 2023 edition of VBS. The features
are extracted based on only one representative frame per shot, as provided by
the dataset [26]. During runtime, we provide users the means to chose our co-
embeddings or CLIP as query handler.

Since prompt-engineering appears to be a relevant factor in the effective
performance of contemporary joint visual language models, as minor changes in
the input can lead to rather substantial changes in returned results in some cases,
we also employ CLIP-guided image captioning methods, specifically [4] and [15],
in order to generate one caption (each) per representative frame of every shot.
These captions are not intended to be used for search directly (although such
functionality is also supported) but rather to provide feedback to an operator,
what a reasonable textual query would be to retrieve any given result. This
feedback mechanism can be used by operators to familiarize themselves with the
intricacies of the feature in order to help them to construct more effective search
prompts.
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3.3 SIMD support for Cottontail DB

Query execution speed is of the essence for interactive video retrieval, especially
in competitive settings such as VBS. In the latest iteration of Cottontail DB [5]
— the multimedia database layer used by vitrivr — we have therefore started to
exploit the use of SIMD instructions to accelerate query execution for brute-force
search. The explicit use of SIMD has been enabled by the recent incubation of the
new Java Vector API proposed in the JEPs 338, 414 and 417.5 Even though the
current implementation is rather straightforward and despite the feature still
being in an early beta stadium, we can report a speed-up of between 20-30%
especially for high-dimensional vectors (d > 1024). We expect to attain even
more acceleration by transitioning the underlying query execution engine from
an iterator to a batched processing-model in the (not too distant) future.

3.4 Human-in-the-loop

A vital component in user-centric video search is the human (retrieval) system
operator. The vitrivr team employs regular VBS-style dry-runs since quite some
time with a dedicated evaluation setup. In this year’s installment, we use our
own deployment of the DRES [20] system, with tasks specifically created for that
purpose. We analyse each dry-run and, particularly analyse those tasks, where
we — the system operator and system — could not find the target. As outlined
in Section 3.2 we use, among others, the means of textual feature representation
of the target in order to learn what search terms would have been purposeful.
Specifically for the 2023 installment, we also will have dry-runs in December with
peers who did not work on vitrivr, to simulate novice sessions and we might need
to adjust some of the user interface functionality based on their feedback.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the version of vitrivr with which we plan to partici-
pate at VBS 2023. As has recent analysis shown, the current trend in user-centric
video search goes towards deep learning supported video-text co-embeddings
such as CLIP. Thus, we focus on improvements in this domain by expanding our
visual-text co-embedding — among others — with a multilingual backbone and
introduce the CLIP model in our pipeline as well. Furthermore, various parts of
the open-source retrieval system vitrivr have been improved and we will system-
atically train our system operators with the system as well as simulate novice
sessions with our local peers.
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